
WYNFORD 
Wynford

Barnes Lane

Milford on Sea

EPC: A 93

* David J C MacKay “Sustainable Energy – without the hot air”
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS BUILDING FACTORS
External temperature

averages 10.2 oC in SAP2009 (National)

Heat Gains

solar gains result from the orientation of 

house  and extent of glazing on south side 

internal gains come from people, cooking, 

lighting, appliances, etc

ONLY some gains are usable as many occur 

in the summer

WYNFORD

External temperature

averages 10.4 oC ( Hurn records)  

Internal temperature

preferred 21 oC in living areas

preferred 18 oC in rest of house

Heat Gains

solar gains  23,600 kWh/year  

internal gains 3,300 kWh/year

Unusable gains  12,200 kWh/year

Heat Requirement = Losses less  gains

Stop heat getting out

Fabric Heat Loss: heat lost by passing 

through the building fabric = u-value. 

Thermal Bridging: heat lost if the fabric is 

pierced by  another material e.g. RSJ  

Ventilation Heat Loss: heat lost from 

poor airtightness or ventilation system. 

Store heat inside

Thermal Mass: the ability of a material to 

store heat. 

WYNFORD is built using ICF 

(Insulating Concrete Formwork)

Fabric Heat Loss: u-values: watts/ m2 K

Walls  0.19, Roof  0.12

Windows  1.7, Doors   1.4

Thermal Bridging:  ICF minimises 

thermal bridging and reduces our 

primary energy requirement by 25%#

Ventilation Heat Loss:  the airtightness 

of our building reduces our primary 

energy requirement by 30% #

Thermal Mass: concrete floors provide 

a greater thermal mass than a timber 

house reducing our primary energy 

requirement by 20% #

# Compared with current standards 

DESIGN FACTORS
Orientation

Buildings  facing within 30o of South, 

have maximum benefit from solar gains 

in winter months. North facing sides 

should have little window area.

Building form

Compact buildings will have a lower 

overall energy demand. Complex forms 

result in increased surface area for the 

same floor area.

Slope

Slopes offer shelter to one side of the 

building and moderating influence of the 

thermal mass of the ground. 

WYNFORD

Orientation

rear elevation faces SSW (202.5o)

70% of rear elevation is windows

30% of front elevation is windows.

Building form

External area to volume  = 0.7 m²/ m³

Slope

The 1:6 slope of the land enables the building 

to be set into the slope,  reducing the primary 

energy requirement by 5% compared with 

current standards.

Distribution

The heat distribution system affects the 

temperature of the heat required. Radiators 

require hot water at 60oC while under-floor 

heating needs only 45oC.

Source combinations

Requirements for space heating and DHW 

may be different and best met by different 

heating sources e.g. ASHP, Solar Thermal, 

Gas boiler, wood burner etc

Controls

The more controls incorporated into the 

heating system the greater the opportunity 

for efficiency.

SYSTEM FACTORS WYNFORD

Distribution

All rooms have UFH covered by porcelain 

tiles. Two systems with manifolds on the first 

and lower ground floors, regulating the 

distribution of the hot water at 45oC.

Source combinations

The primary requirements for space heating 

and DHW are met by an Air Source Heat 

Pump [ASHP] which is supplemented in 

summer by two solar thermal panels. 

Controls

Room thermostats. Space heating, DHW and 

secondary circulation are managed by 

programmable controllers.

www.wynfordbuild.wordpress.com


